This September promises to be full of appointments in which Gnosis and its products will be active protagonists.
In particular, vitaMK7® will have a special corner at Vitafoods Asia 2018 - the global nutraceutical event in
Singapore - which will show its extraordinary and confirmed features.
But the most awaited event, based entirely on vitamin K2 as MK7, will take place in Guangzhou with the
event entitled "vitaMK7®: beyond vitamin K2. Reveal on purity, stability & health benefits", where Gnosis - in
collaboration with the HealthCare Food Profession Association of Guangdong Province - will hold the first workshop
on vitamin K2 in China.
These are just two of the many occasions where Gnosis will show its successfull products around the world. Keep
following us!
Silvia Pisoni
Marketing Manager

VitaMK7®: naturally stable also in formulation
Last year Gnosis launched the “Stability study Project” on vitaMK7® when formulated
with different mineral salts.
Stability data - 12 months at room temperature, with Calcium Citrate, Calcium Carbonate
and Arginine - show a remarkable stable profile over time and confirm the accelerated
stability data of vitaMK7®.
In formulation, natural vitaMK7® shows an optimal stability with the different calcium
salts, without any need of synthetic coating. A pure and stable MK7 ingredient like
vitaMK7® minimizes the cross-reactions with other ingredients/excipients included in
a formulation for the whole shelf life of the product, and offers extended warranty of
stability.
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These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
This is a business-to-business information intended for food and supplement producers, and is not intended for the final consumer.
Manufacturers should check local regulatory status of any claims according to the intended use of their products.
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